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3 –PPI mode: plane polar indicator mode (10 min - ~10m)
- scalar field heterogeneity
- low altitude wind field, speed and direction
- spatial integral scales for wind, temperature, H2O: local u*and L 
estimates

2- RHI mode: range height 
indicator (20 min – 0-100m)
- low altitude vertical profiles
- MOST -> surface fluxes map 
over the dry and irrigated area

1 -Vertical mode (30 min – 0.2-
12 km)
- ABL/free troposphere 
- scalar profiles and moments 
- vertical/horizontal integral 
scales
- vertical profiles for sensible 
and latent heat fluxes 
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LMD lidars contribution during LIAISE:  
Wind, temperature, H2O fields and fluxes heterogeneities in a semi-
arid environment
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LMD lidars contribution during LIAISE:  
Wind, temperature, H2O fields and fluxes heterogeneities in a semi-
arid environment

Team/ logistics:
- experimental site El Plans (dry site) (41.59, 1.03)
- Date: July 5 – August 5  - schedule for instrument set-up at El Plans ? 
- Fabien Gibert, Dimitri Edouart, Paul Monnier, Claire Cénac, 
Julien Lahyani (PhD), X
- 2 containers with scanning devices for two lidars:
TERA: temperature and H2O Raman lidar (355 nm)
COWI: CO2 and wind DIAL/ Doppler lidar (2051 nm)

Potential interaction/ wishes:
- need some verification of u*, L map using turbulent integral scale of T, q and V (EC station)
- comparison of flux estimates from MOST with collocated in situ EC station measurements 

(dry area (ok with the tower) and irrigated area ?)
- soundings during the night over the whole troposphere is needed to calibrate the Raman 

lidar (before IOP period ideally) 
- comparison with soundings profiles during IOPs (2 per day ideally)



TERA: temperature water vapor raman lidar

F. Gibert, D. Edouart, C. Cénac, P. Monnier, H. Salvador

Raman Lidar @ 355 nm 
Temperature and water vapor density profiling - 
resolution 37m/5s
Potential temperature profiling



COWI: CO2 and wind lidar
F. Gibert, D. Edouart, C. Cénac, P. Monnier, H. Salvador

DIAL and Doppler lidar @ 2050 nm 
Radial wind speed – resolution 50 m/1s

RHI tests for wind speed
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